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Figure 2.5 A plot of velocity versus estimated distance for a set of 1355 galaxies. A straight-
line relation implies Hubble's law. The considerable scatter is due to observational uncertain-
ties and random galaxy motions, but the best-fit line accurately gives Hubble's law. [The
x-axis scale assumes a particular value of H0.]

Chapter 6, a consensus is only now being reached.
At first sight, it seems that the cosmological principle must be violated if we observe

everything to be moving away from us, since that apparently places us at the centre of the
Universe. However, nothing could be further from the truth. In fact, every observer sees all
objects rushing away from them with velocity proportional to distance. It is perhaps easiest
to convince yourself of this by setting up a square grid with recession velocity proportional
to distance from the central grid-point. Then transform the frame of reference to a nearby
grid-point, and you'll find that the Hubble law still holds about the new 'centre'. This only
works because of the linear relationship between velocity and distance; any other law and
it wouldn't work.

So, although expanding, the Universe looks just the same whichever galaxy we choose
to imagine ourselves within. A common analogy is to imagine baking a cake with raisins
in it, or blowing up a balloon with dots on its surface. As the cake rises (or the balloon is
inflated), the raisin (or dots) move apart. From each one, it seems that all the others are
receding, and the further away they are the faster that recession is.

Because everything is flying away from everything else, we conclude that in the distant
past everything in the Universe was much closer together. Indeed, trace the history back
far enough and everything comes together. The initial explosion is known as the Big Bang,
and a model of the evolution of the Universe from such a beginning is known as the Big
Bang Cosmology. Later on, we will find out why it is commonly called the Hot Big Bang.

1.  Koσμική διαστολή
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Figure 3.2 The comoving coordinate system is carried along with the expansion, so that any
objects remain at fixed coordinate values.

equation (3.8) into it, remembering x = 0 by definition as objects are fixed in comoving
coordinates, gives

U = -ma2x2 —Gpa2x2m.
2- o

Multiplying each side by 1/marx and rearranging the terms then gives

(3.9)
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where kc2 = -2U/mx2. This is the standard form of the Friedmann equation, and it
will appear frequently throughout this book. In this expression k must be independent of a-
since all the other terms in the equation are, otherwise homogeneity will not be maintained.
So in fact we learn that homogeneity requires that the quantity U, while constant for a
given particle, does indeed change if we look at different separations x, with U oc x2.

Finally, since k = —2U/mc2x2 which is time independent (as the total energy U is
conserved, and the comoving separation x is fixed), we learn that k is just a constant, un-
changing with either space or time. It has the units of [length]–2. An expanding Universe
has a unique value of fc, which it retains throughout its evolution. In Chapter 4 we will see
that k tells us about the geometry of the Universe, and it is often called the curvature.



2. Αρχέγονη Πυρηνοσύνθεση 
Βing Βang Νucleosynthesis (BBN)
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The production of light elements then has to go through a complex reaction chain, with
nuclear fusion forming nuclei and the high-energy tail of the photon distribution breaking
them up again (just as at the formation of the microwave background). The sort of reactions
which are important (but far from a complete set) are

p + n -> £>; (12.6)
D + p -> 3He; (12.7)
D + D -)• 4He, (12.8)

where 'D' stands for a deuterium nucleus and 'He' a helium one. The destruction processes
happen in the opposite direction; they become less and less important as the Universe cools
and eventually the build-up of nuclei can properly proceed. It turns out that this happens
at an energy of about 0.1 MeV. I won't attempt a derivation of that number, though I note
that it can be estimated by a similar 'high-energy tail' argument to that of Chapter 10, this
time applied to the deuterium binding energy of 2.2 MeV. Once the neutrons manage to
form nuclei, they become stable.

The delay until 0.1 MeV before nuclei such as helium-4 appear is long enough that the
decay of neutrons into protons is not completely negligible, though most of the neutrons
do survive. To figure out how many neutrons decay, we need to know how old the Universe
is at a temperature kBT ~ 0.1 MeV. We found this in the last chapter, equation (11.11);
the age is tnuc — 400 s, surprisingly close to the neutron half-life of thalf = 614 s. The
neutron decays reduce the neutron number density by exp(— In 2 x £nuc thalf ) giving

Nn 1 ( 400s x m2\ 1 ia^-j- ~ - x exp -- -- - ) ~ - . (12.9)Np 5 \ 614s / 8

One could take into account that the neutron decays are increasing the number of protons
too, but that's a small correction. It is quite a bizarre coincidence that the neutron half-life
is so comparable to the time it takes the nuclei to form; if it had been much shorter all
neutrons would decay and only hydrogen could form.

In the early Universe, the only elements produced in any significant abundance are
hydrogen and helium-4. The latter is produced because it is the most stable light nucleus,
and the former because there aren't enough neutrons around for all the protons to bind
with and so some protons are left over. We can therefore get an estimate of their rela-
tive abundance, normally quoted as the fraction of the mass (not number density) of the
Universe which is in helium-4. Since every helium nucleus contains 2 neutrons (and hy-
drogen contains none), all neutrons end up in helium and the number density of helium-4
is Wiie -4 = Nn/2. Each helium nucleus weighs about four proton masses, so the fraction
of the total mass in helium-4, known as ¥4, is

2N 1

So this simple treatment tells us that about 22% of the matter in the Universe is in the form
of helium-4. Note that this is the mass fraction; since helium-4 weighs four times as much
as hydrogen, it means there is one helium-4 nucleus for every 14 hydrogen ones.







3. Aκτινοβολία κοσμικού υποβάθρου 
Cosmic Microwave Background  (CMB) 
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Κοσμολογικό Πρότυπο ΛCDM
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